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About this SFCR
This is the first full year of Gefion Insurance A/S’ (“Gefion Insurance) and Gefion Forsikringsholding Aktieselskab’s
(“Gefion Holdings”) operation and we thought that it was relevant to open the SFCR with a brief note explaining our
approach to producing this report as well as an overview about Gefion Group’s developments, objectives and aims in
2016. In this report a reference to “Gefion” will be to both Gefion Insurance A/S and Gefion Forsikringsholding
Aktieselskab unless otherwise indicated or required by the context.
It is important to set the background of our approach to create a consolidated SFCR for the Gefion Group (Gefion
Insurance and Gefion Holdings). The Gefion Holdings company was set up with the only purpose of owning assets and
shares in Gefion Insurance A/S. The risk profile of both entities is fully aligned and driven by the same risk factors. The
composition of the senior management team is consistent between both entities, thus ensuring a consistent culture
and strategic view across both organisations. For these reasons, we have created a single report for both entities and
applied for the right and obtained the permission to make such consolidation from the DFSA.
The new, harmonised EU-wide regulatory regime for Insurance Companies, known as Solvency II, came into force with
effect from 1 January 2016. The regime requires new reporting and public disclosure arrangements to be put in place
by insurers and some of that is required to be published on the Gefion’s public website. This document is the first
version of the Solvency and Financial Condition Report (SFCR) that is required to be published by the Gefion Group.
This report covers the Business and Performance of the Company, System of Governance, Risk Profile, Valuation for
Solvency Purposes and Capital Management. The ultimate Administrative Body that has the responsibility for all of these
matters is the Company’s Board of Directors, with the help of various governance and control functions that it has put
in place to monitor and manage the business
The report is divided in two sections:
1.

The Executive Summary, which focuses on the key messages.

2.

The main report, which provides more substantial insights and detail supporting the conclusions and
actions identified in the Executive Summary.

About 2016
Since its foundation, Gefion has aimed to build a high-quality underwriting book of business, underpinned by strong
adherence to underwriting principles (risk selection, adequate pricing, positive claims experience and strong operational
control) reaching a gross capacity of circa €0.24b over a three-year time horizon.
The overall strategic direction of the company has not changed. We aim to continue growing building a geographically
diverse book of business. We continue building long terms lasting relationships with entrepreneurial, niche agents, with
a track record of performance and innovation. To date, this is reflected in a distribution network of 20 agents
geographically spread across Europe, with a set core of agents in the UK, writing circa €110m (mainly motor insurance
and liability business, including an element of property insurance business based on the 2016 business plan).
Achieving consistent control and decision making framework supporting our focus on core underwriting principles is
challenging, but worth it. In 2016, we have worked hard to enhance and further formalise Gefion’s Internal Model 1. At
the start of the year we aimed to create a robust risk management framework to manage the evolution of Gefion’s risk
profile through a transparent and proportionate governance process. Now:
•

The governance structure and processes have been improved to create greater alignment between
Gefion’s risk universe and its governance groups. Gefion’s risk appetite is now at the centre of the
governance structure, thus ensuring that risk management is embedded in all key business activities.

•

Management tolerances also support the oversight framework to trigger decision making at Senior
Management level in respect of those issues affecting the day to the day of the business and effective
escalation to the Board.

•

The implementation of Gefion’s Coverholder Management System (Fidentia), has positively contributed

1

We defined the internal model as the framework applied within Gefion to ensures that risk based decision making process is embedded in the day to
day management of the business, supported with proportionate governance challenge, thus providing Senior Management with the necessary inputs
to deliver Gefion’s strategic objectives, within the constrains of Gefion’s risk appetite.

2

to monitor and manage all activities undertaken within the business in line with risk appetite, including,
agent onboarding, performance monitoring, control monitoring and agent auditing, all in an integrated
framework.
Although much has been achieved, we understand that a lot more work will be required through 2017 to embed these
new practices and realise their benefit fully.
We are also very aware of the changing scenario affecting the external environment, not only those affecting the
insurance industry and the classes of business we write, but the general geo-political scene and the degree of
uncertainty that these changes could represent moving forward. With that in mind our vulnerabilities and stress test
sections shape the forward-looking actions that will help us manage the potential range of outcomes and their impact
in our capability to achieve our goals.
We believe that this report provides a meaningful insight about Gefion’s readiness to manage and deliver its strategy in
the future and the forward-looking actions we are implementing to achieve our goals.
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Executive Summary
This is our first version of the SFCR reports, also, after our first full year of Gefion’s operation. Our objective is to disclose
relevant information in a way that all recipients can satisfy their own information needs. We aim to write this report in
simple terms to stimulate input and challenge if necessary. As an organisation, we are committed to the stability and
integration of the market and the satisfaction of our customers over the life cycle of their relationship with Gefion.

Gefion Risk Profile
The overall strategic direction of the company has not changed. We aim to continue growing building a geographically
diverse book of business. We continue building long terms lasting relationships with entrepreneurial, niche agents, with
a track record of performance and innovation. To date, this is reflected in a distribution network of 20 agents
geographically spread across Europe, with a set core of agents in the UK, writing circa MEUR 110 (mainly motor
insurance and liability business, including an element of property insurance business).
Our objective remains to build a high-quality underwriting book of business, underpinned by strong adherence to
underwriting principles (risk selection, adequate pricing, positive claims experience and strong operational control)
reaching a gross capacity of circa MEUR 250 over a three-year time horizon.
Insurance, market and counterparty risks are the main risk drivers of Gefion’s risk profile representing 32%, 26% and
23% overall and 82% of the SCR on a combined basis. The remaining 18% is operational risk. This risk profile is in line
with Gefion’s strategic objective as a carrier, current level of maturity as a start-up business and high level of business
cession in its reinsurance program.

Solvency and Financial Conditions.
We have invested significant time and effort to understand the vulnerabilities and stresses that could affect our
objectives so that we are ready to help us manage the potential range of outcomes and their impact in our capability
to achieve our goals. This in-depth analysis, support our strategy vision to concentrate on core underwriting principles
so that we can identify our overall performance but also understand the contribution of each of our agents, the factors
impacting them and make effective decision benefiting our customers, our agents and Gefion’s log lasting objectives.
Our strategy is underpinned by seven fundamental principles setting the tone at the top as follows:
•
Value: We aim to differentiate our offering based on adding value management, which focuses
our activity in those segments where our solutions can contribute more positively to policy holders and
relevant stakeholders.
•
Integration: Working in partnership with all relevant stakeholders involved in our distribution
change to align risk taking position, supporting our value driven strategy, the contribution to our
customers and the market.
•
Innovation: Invest actively in new technological solutions providing greater efficiency to monitor
and manage risk in a way that support transparency, awareness and communication.
•
Simplicity: Base our operating, communication and offering based on clear and concise
information providing clear messages to create common awareness and understanding.
•
Efficiency: Use IT and automation to build cost effective and scalable business operations
delivering tangible commercial benefits.
•
Transparency: Lead an open operation where all relevant information is shared without influence
so that all related parties satisfy their needs, minimizing misconceptions and conducive to improvement.
•
Control: Commitment to maintain strong internally and external standards to ensure high quality
in all aspects of the business, thus supporting a consistent high value solutions.
Our commitment to our principles, particularly to value generation, integration and innovation are challenging
objectives but ones we think are worth pursuing. In 2016, we have worked hard to enhance and further formalise our
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decision-making framework and our integration with agents, (Gefion’s Internal Model2) a work that will continue to
support our on-going improvement cycle.

Capital Management
The company uses the Standard Model to calculate its solvency capital requirement. Based on our structure, strategic
focus on motor insurance and geographical diversification, we consider that the Standard Model is suitable and
proportionate to our needs. However, we continue committed to improve our decision-making capability through
integration with all our partners and stakeholders. With that in mind we will continue our focus to improve our internal
model.
Own funds
Standards Formula Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR)
Additional Capital
Surplus
Solvency Ratio

68.317 KDKK
67.062 KDKK
37.313 KDKK
37.314 KDKK
152%

Our Solvency Capital Requirement as at December 31st 2016 is 71.997 KDKK which equates a solvency ratio of 152%.
This level of solvency has been achieved after increasing our capital from 68.317 KDKK to 109.311 KDKK to increase our
solvency ratio from 102% to 152%. This increase aligns our solvency position to our strategic risk appetite and provide
a more robust basis to withstand stressed events, thus providing an excess of total eligible own funds over its solvency
and capital requirement.
In 2016, we expanded the data captured in the accounting system to ensure that the accounting data now can be used
as a basis for the DFSA reporting, solvency reporting and calculation and internal reporting at a very granular level. Also,
the changing of software provider for solvency calculations. In 2016Q4 we changed the software used for our solvency
calculations from SolvencyTool to Asseco AAE SII. The Asseco solution is in our view a more automated software that
supports our focus on automating all central processes.

Directors Report
Directors

Resignations

The current listing of Directors is as listed below:

During 2016 the following resignations and
appointments took place:

Chief Executive Officer
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Operational Officer
Chief Strategy Officer
Chief Risk Officer
Chief Commercial Officer
Chief Legal & Compliance

Mr T Anker-Svendsen
Mr M Parson
Mr E Bjorn Jensen
Mr T Askerud
Mr N Rietdorf
Mr T Kaaber
Mr P Bergmann

• Chief Financial Officer: Niels-Ulrik Guntofte
left the Company in august 2016 and was
substituted by Mohan Parson.
• Chief Actuary: Niels Rietdorf was hired in May
2016.

Statements of Directors Responsibilities
The Gefion’s directors acknowledge that we are responsible for the preparing the Solvency Financial Conditions Report,
including the attached public quantitative reporting temples, in all material respect in accordance the DFSA rules and
the Solvency II Regulations.
The Solvency II Directive, the Delegated Acts, related implementations rules, Technical Standards and Guidelines, as
well as the DFSA rules, provide the regulatory framework in which the Company operates. The Solvency II rules and
regulations include, but are not limited to, the recognition and measurement of its assets and liabilities, including
2

We defined the internal model as the framework applied within Gefion to ensures that risk based decision making process is embedded in the day
to day management of the business, supported with proportionate governance challenge, thus providing Senior Management with the necessary
inputs to deliver Gefion’s strategic objectives, within the constraints of Gefion’s risk appetite.
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Technical Provision and Risk Margin, the calculation of its capital requirement and the reporting and disclosure of the
Solvency II results.

Independent Auditors
Gefion has appointed its auditors annually through discussion at the Board. Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP are Gefion’s
appointed auditors and are deemed to continue in office until the resolution is revoked.
Independent auditors opinion
In our opinion, the Financial Statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Company at 31
December 2016, and of the results of the Company's operations for the financial year 1 January- 31 December 2016 in
accordance with the Danish Financial Business Act.
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Business Performance
Company Information
Gefion Insurance A/S (“Gefion”) was established on 2 June 2014 as privately owned limited liability company with a
nominal share capital of MEUR 7,5. As per 7 April 2017 the Company’s nominal share capital was increased to MEUR
12,5. The company is registered with the Danish Company Agency under registration number: 36016493.
Gefion Forsikringsholding Aktieselskab (“Gefion Holding”) currently owns 52% of Gefion Insurance A/S and hence
qualifies as an insurance holding company under the Danish Financial Business Act (the “FBA”) §5, 13. The sole purpose
of Gefion Holding is to own shares in Gefion Insurance A/S and the holding company holds no other assets or liabilities
other than the shares in Gefion Insurance A/S and the equity issued to its shareholders.
The sole purpose of the holding company is to own shares in Gefion Insurance A/S and no other activity is conducted
at the holding level than managing such ownership. The holding company has no employees and the executive and nonexecutive management is the same (except for non-executive board member Antoine Spillmann). Gefion Holding is due
to its asset composition not exposed to e.g. any insurance risk, operational risk, credit risk or market risk other than as
a result of its ownership of shares in Gefion Insurance A/S.
Antoine Spillmann currently owns 48% of Gefion Insurance A/S. Antoine Spillmann is a Swiss citizen living in Switzerland.
Antoine Spillmann holds diplomas from London Business School in Investment Management and Corporate Finance and
is CEO and executive partner at the firm Bruellan Wealth Management, one of the leading independent asset
management companies based in Geneva, Switzerland.

Company Branches
Gefion pursues business across Europe (Denmark, UK, Poland, Germany, France and Republic of Ireland) through a
network of selected coverholders operating under binding authority agreements enabling the coverholder to enter into
contracts of insurance to be underwritten by Gefion in accordance with the terms of a binding authority.

Supervisory Authority
Gefion is supervised by The Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, with address, Finanstilsynet, Aarhusgade 110, DK2100 Copenhagen. It is registered in Finanstilsynet under number FT 53117 and belongs to the Office for Reinsurance
non-life insurance.
The main contacts in respect of Gefion regulatory matters are:
Birgitta Nielsen:
bin@ftnet.dk
Mirja Holm Thomsen:
mht@ftnet.dk
Rikke Katrine Jensen:
rkj@ftnet.dk
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Underwriting performance
The overall performance of the underwriting business can be seen from the table overleaf, which comes from Gefion
Insurance’s annual report. The insurance technical result is negative by 4,4 MDKK which is due to the change in risk
margin of 8,9 MDKK. This is a consequence of the Solvency II regime where under it is required to make provisions for
event that you would have to sell your portfolio of insurance policies.
Were we to disregard the provisions for risk margin the technical result would have been 7,5 MDKK.
DKK ‘000
2016
2015
Gross premiums
Ceded premiums
Change in gross premium provisions
Change in risk margin
Changes in profit margin
Change in ceded premium provisions
Premium income net of reinsurance, total

817.923
-600.115
-319.387
-8.626
-6.992
259.147
141.950

20.274
-11.071
-8.713
-1.524
1.651
617

41

-2

-51.197
36.480
-133.273
-3.250
94.574
-56.666
-212.404
-39.128
161.783
-89.748
-4.423

-75
53
-4.952
-969
3.650
-2.293
-6.655
-23.029
4.789
-24.895
-26.573

Insurance technical interest
Gross paid claims
Ceded paid claims
Change in gross claims provisions
Change in risk margin
Change in ceded claim provisions
Cost of claims net of reinsurance, total
Bonus and Premium Rebates
Acquisition costs
Administration expenses
Reinsurance commission and profit participations with reinsurers
Insurance operating costs net of reinsurance, total
Insurance technical results

Underwriting performance by Solvency II lines of business
The table below provides key performance indicators for the major business lines and the comparison to the same
period in 2015,.
2016 (DKK '000) Liability

Gross premiums
Gross premium income

Motor
Liability
9.980
7.264

Motor
Hull

575.933 220.678
343.635 121.478

Various

Total

11.332 817.923
10.541 482.918

Gross claims incurred

-1.478 -138.608

-44 .889

-2.744 -187.719

Gross operating expenses

-2.984 -180 .058

-63 .711

-4.778 -251.532

Net ceded result

-2.251

-32.611

-11.913

-1.356

-48.131

-1
551

27
-7.616

9
974

6
1.668

41
-4.423

Technical interest for own account
Technical result
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2015 (DKK '000) Liability

Motor
Liability

Motor
Hull

Various

Total

Gross premiums

7.245

5.926

4.971

2.13 2

20.274

Gross premium income

4.117

4.598

645

678

10.037

-404

-5.996

Gross claims incurred
Gross operating expenses

-2.455

-2.752

-385

-10.608

-8.676

-7.279

-279

-439

-120

-1

-1

-2

-7.270

-7.140

-2.9 38 -26.573

Net ceded result
Technical interest for own account
Technical result

-9.225

-3.122 -29.684
-90

-928

Investment Performance
2016
265
265

2015
-

Equities
Bonds
Other financial investments assets, total

40.297
136.473
176.770

38.061
15.696
53.757

Investment assets, total

177.035

53.757

DKK ’000

Shares in affiliated companies
Investments in affiliated companies, total

As can be seen from the annual report shares in affiliated companies are measured under the equity method according
to the accounting policies of the Parent Company with deduction or addition of unrealized intercompany profits and
losses and with addition or deduction of the remaining value of positive or negative goodwill stated under the
acquisition method.
Gains and losses are specified in the table below:
Asset category
Interest
(DKK '000)
Government bonds
Corporate bonds

327.724
137.485

Net gains and losses

Unrealised gains and
losses

37.381
0

251.465
661.589

Systems of Governance
Gefion governance has been designed to support effective monitoring and oversight the evolution of the risk profile
against company targets. The Governance framework is based on a three lines of defence structure and aims to promote
effective decision making based on effective identification of risk factors, accountability, transparent escalation to the
Board.
The governance structure and the governance framework place risk management at the centre of its activity to ensure
that risk management is embedded in the day to day management of Gefion Insurance.
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The Board of Directors
The Board aims to support Gefion to achieve their strategic objectives, as defined in the annual business plan in line
with the strategic risk appetite and management tolerances.
The Board retains ownership for the overall risk management framework, which includes the Internal Model (including
the Standard Model), the ORSA and strategy setting frameworks. The Board has delegated responsibility to the
executive committees for monitoring the evolution of Gefion’s risk profile and supporting effective decision making
through the internal model use process.

The Executive Committee
The Executive Committee (ExCo) has overall responsibilities for executing the Board’s approve strategy by challenging
and approving the actions escalated by Board committees as well as supporting Board decision making and awareness
in respect of key matters affecting Gefion’s strategy. The ExCo Terms of Reference define its responsibilities, which
include:
• Challenge and recommend for Board approval the proposed business plan formed by URCC.
• Challenge and report to the Board, proposed actions escalated by Governance Groups in respect of
variances to management tolerances when these affect Gefion’s strategic risk appetite, thus affecting its
capability to achieve its strategic objectives.
• Challenge and review the proposed ORSA process and reports prepared by the Risk Management Function and
where necessary make comments for the Risk Management Function to consider.

The Underwriting, Reinsurance and Claims Governance Group
The Executive has created the URCC Governance Group to monitor the evolution of Insurance and Outwards Credit risk
areas of the risk profile and adherence to the related risk policies through active Internal Model Use3. To fulfil this
mandate the URCC is expected to satisfy the following responsibilities.

3

Internal Model Use definition and reference to relevant documents
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The Finance and Operations Governance Group
The Executive has created the FinoC Governance Group to monitor the evolution of market, liquidity, inwards credit
and operational risk areas of the risk profile and adherence to the related risk policies through active Internal Model
Use4. To fulfil this mandate the FinOC is expected to satisfy the following responsibilities.

The Reserving Governance Group
The Executive has created the ResCo Governance Group to monitor the evolution of reserve risk element of the risk
profile and adherence to the related risk policies through active Internal Model Use5. To fulfil this mandate the ResCo
is expected to satisfy the following responsibilities.

The Risk Governance Group
The Executive has created the RiskCo Governance Group to monitor the adequacy of Gefion’s Solvency and Capital
Requirements in line with their risk profile though the Internal Model use process. This includes adherence to the
Internal Model Change Policy and the ORSA Policy and framework.
In doing so, RiskCo shall assess the evolution of the business against its strategy – according to the business plan - and
the effect that decisions affecting the risk profile would have on the adequacy and sufficiency of their Solvency Capital
Requirements using the Standard Model. To fulfil its mandate RiskCo is expected to satisfy the following responsibilities:

Second Line of Defence – Key Functions
The second line of defence is formed by the Risk Management, Compliance and Actuarial functions (RMF). These
functions are responsible for providing adequate risk control and compliance oversight within the business.
The purpose of the RMF is to assist Gefion in achieving its strategic objectives by supporting thorough and traceable
decision making. This is done by highlighting risks and opportunities to senior management and ensuring there is
appropriate and adequate escalation to the Board through the Internal Model use process.

Risk Management Function
The purpose of the RMF is to assist Gefion in achieving its strategic objectives by supporting thorough and traceable
decision making. This is done by highlighting risks and opportunities to senior management and ensuring there is
4
5

Internal Model Use definition and reference to relevant documents
Internal Model Use definition and reference to relevant documents
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appropriate and adequate escalation to the Board through the Internal Model use process. The RMF also provides
independent challenge to Gefion’s executive committees as to the adequacy and utilisation of the Internal Model within
the governance structure.
The RMF provides assurance to the Board by challenging Internal Model use as well as the proportionality and integrity
of the Internal Model and subsequently the level of reliance that can be placed on the decisions made through use of
the Internal Model. This is in line with EIOPA guideline 19 (‘guidelines on system of governance’) requiring the risk
management function to report to the Board on risks that have been identified as potentially material.
Detailed responsibilities of the Risk Management Function are contained within the Risk Management Function Terms
of Reference which is created in alignment with EIOPA guidance.

Compliance Function
The Compliance Function provides challenge and assurance to Gefion’s Board over the proportionality of the control
environment and the level of adherence within the business to regulatory and legal requirements. These obligations,
as delegated by the Board, are defined as the identification, assessment, monitoring and reporting of compliance risks.
The functions report to ExCo via the RiskCo monthly, by way of written report, of all relevant conclusions relating to
regulatory risk. The functions are also responsible to inform, where appropriate, all employees together with relevant
matters of regulatory developments that may affect their processes and responsibilities.

Compliance Programme Responsibilities
a.
To design and undertake the completion of a suitable compliance program to provide assurance
about the adequacy of the control environment to support Gefion to achieve its strategic objectives whilst
adhering to bylaws and regulations.
b.
Monitor and report on the function’s performance against the compliance plan objectives.
c.
Provide assurance about the adequacy of Gefion’s records and other materials, evidencing
compliance with regulations, Byelaws, Codes of Practice and principles of Sound and Prudent
Management should take
d.
To maintain current copies of all relevant regulations and to advise on the practical application
of the same
e.
To monitor through the medium of a compliance timetable adherence to reporting deadlines
and be satisfied as to the processes undertaken to ensure the accuracy of required submissions

Actuarial Function
The Actuarial Function has been designed by the Board to support the business in a multitude of areas. In line with the
EIOPA guidance the Actuarial Function at Gefion provides a measure of quality assurance through expert technical
actuarial advice. The actuarial team supports the business in the following areas:
•
Identification of any inconsistency with the requirements set out in Articles 76 to Article 83 of
solvency II for the calculation of technical provisions and propose corrections as appropriate.
•
Express an opinion on the reinsurance policy and the reinsurance program.
•
Adequacy of data, parameters and assumptions used for the calculation technical provisions.
•
Review and providing opinion on the adequacy of agent’s proposed reserving philosophy.
•
Structure and provide input into a reserving policy that is fit for purpose
•
Recommending reserve and technical provisions for consideration by the Board
•
Calculate the Solvency and Capital Requirements (“SCR”) on a one year and ultimate basis using
the standard model based on the latest available information reflecting Gefion’s risk profile.
•
Challenge the technical pricing models developed by each agent and class of business to produce
a technical benchmark for each risk priced.
•
Challenge the adequacy of significant reinsurance arrangements proposed by the URCC
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Third line of Defence - Internal Audit Function
The Board has delegated to the Internal Audit responsibilities for:
•
Building strong and effective risk awareness and control consciousness within the business.
•
The continuous improvement of risk management and control processes.
•
The sharing of best practice with regard to risk management and assurance.
Audit Planning: Internal Audit shall prepare, in consultation with senior Risk Management, Compliance staff and other
key users, an annual Audit Plan (the Plan), setting out the proposed timing and rationale for Internal Audit assignments.
The Plan shall be based on a risk assessment, identifying business objectives and key risks to the achievement of those
objectives. The Audit and Risk Committee shall satisfy itself that the Plan addresses all key business risks. Any significant
changes to the Plan shall be discussed with the Chairman of the Audit and Risk Committee and communicated to the
Audit and Risk Committee for approval.
Audit execution: Internal Audit is responsible for planning, conducting, reporting and follow up on audit assignments
included in the Plan. Audit fieldwork shall be conducted in a professional and timely manner.
Reporting: Internal Audit shall be responsible for reporting to management and the Audit and Risk Committee significant
issues relating to the processes and activities identified in an audit assignment including potential improvements to
those processes.

Key Roles
The chart below shows the key roles within the corporate governance structure

CEO: The Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) is responsible for leading the development and execution of Gefion Insurance’s
long- term strategy with a view to creating shareholder value.
The CEO’s leadership role also entails being ultimately responsible for all day-to-day management decisions and for
implementing Gefion Insurance’s long and short-term plans. The CEO acts as a direct liaison between the Board and
management of Gefion Insurance and communicates to the Board on behalf of management. The CEO also
communicates on behalf of the Company to shareholders, employees, Government authorities, other stakeholders and
the public.
CFO: The Chief Financial Officer is responsible for the Finance Function, and in particular is responsible for: Accounts,
budgets and forecasts; Controlling, calculations and payments; Reporting and IT.
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CSO: The responsibilities of a Chief Strategy Officer are to assist about strategy formulation and implementation
furthering corporate development initiatives and the availability of sufficient capital.
Chief Actuary is responsible for: Solvency calculations, Reserving calculation, ORSA contribution, design of insurance
products to minimize risk and Compilation of statistical data and other pertinent information for further analysis to the
CEO, the Board and UWC.
COO: The Chief Operating Officer oversees Gefion’s ongoing operations and procedures, design and implement business
strategies, plans and procedures and establish policies that promote company culture and vision.
CCO: The Chief Commercial Officer shall be responsible for the commercial strategy and development of Gefion
Insurance in relation to marketing, sales, product development and customer service.

Remuneration Policy
The remuneration policy of the Company is prepared in accordance with the Financial Business Act (“FIL”) §71 (1, no. 9) and
Executive Order 2014-06-27 no. 818 on remuneration policy (the “Executive Order”) §4(1).
This remuneration policy provides a framework for the determination of the remuneration, hereunder pension, to be paid
to members of the board of directors (the “Board”), the executive management and other employees whose activities
have a material impact on the risk profile of Gefion Insurance as specified in §2 of the Executive Order.
The fundamental principle supporting Gefion’s remuneration approach at present is that the Company do not base its
remuneration payment on any kind of incentive- or performance based payrolls and consequently no elements of
variable salary or payrolls shall form part of any remuneration to be paid by the Company and applies to the Board, the
executive management and any key employees of the Company.
Consequently, no individual or collective performance criteria are relevant or applicable for the determination of any
remuneration paid by Gefion Insurance and the Company does not avail itself of any share options, shares or variable
components in the remuneration of the Board, executive management, key employees or the Onboarding Advisory
Group as well as Gefion Insurance does not pay or commit itself to any supplementary pension or early retirement
schemes.

Fit and Proper
The Board expects those individuals who fulfil senior management positions and perform key functions, to have the
necessary experience, knowledge and proven track record to perform those roles and that they do so displaying suitable
behaviours to protect Gefion’s reputation and standing.
The scope of the Fit and Proper policy extends to all areas of Gefion business activities as well as all jurisdictions in which
Gefion operates and will extend to any additional jurisdictions where Gefion commences operations.
Gefion’s principles in respect of Fit and Proper, are based on the requirements set in Article 42 of Solvency II Directive
and include the following expectations in respect of members of the administrative, management or supervisory body:
•
Competence and capability: Collective, possess appropriate qualification, experience and
knowledge about at least: a) insurance and financial markets; b) business strategy and business model;
c) system of governance; d) financial and actuarial analysis; and e) regulatory framework and
requirements.
•
Honesty and integrity: Individual demonstrate and have a proven record of suitable behaviours
in the fulfilment their individual duties ensuring that Gefion is managed and overseen in a professional
manner.
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Financial soundness: Exhibit honesty and financial soundness based on relevant evidence regarding their character,
personal behaviour and business conduct including any criminal, financial, supervisory aspects regardless of jurisdiction.

Risk Management Framework
Gefion overall risk management objective is to support effective risk capital based decision making to achieve their
short and long-term strategy goals. Gefion’s approach to manage risks, both internal and external, as well as emerging
and stressed conditions, is defined in detail in its risk strategy and procedure document.
Risk Culture
Risk management is put at the centre of the business to facilitate effective oversight of the business in the execution of
its strategies, to ensure the prudent management of capital and the delivery of our promise to our customers. A robust
risk management strategy is the tool by which the capability of the firm to meet its strategic objectives is monitored. It
is the fundamental tool that allows for oversight of the firms risk profile and its evolution over time with reference to
risk appetites and tolerances set by the Board. The risk culture promoted but he Board is based on achieving the
following aims:
•
•
•
•
•

Create a business culture based on prudential business practices
Proactive management of the business strategy as defined within the business plan
Effective and well informed decision making processes based on risk/capital.
Maintain and protect the interests of key stakeholders
Enhance and protect the reputation of key stakeholders.

ERM integration
Risk Management is at the centre of the governance process ensuring that business and risk reporting are one and the
same, used to inform decision making and to support Senior Management in delivering the corporate member’s
strategy. The RMF reports to the Board via the RiskCo, the ORSA report (at least annually) and the Internal Model report
highlighting any recommendations supporting the principle of on-going internal model improvement.
ORSA Process and Report
The ORSA process links internal model use, risk and capital with strategic planning to support an on-going cycle of
improvement in respect of the strategy setting and with regards to the solvency and capital requirements.
The objective of the ORSA process is to support the Board to:
•
Understand the implication of internal and external business as usual events on Gefion’s to
achieve its objectives.
•
Gain awareness about how the internal model use supports the business to achieve its strategic
objectives and informs about relevant considerations for setting future strategic objectives.
•
Identify opportunities and threats that could potentially affect Gefion’s capability to meet its
objectives and derive forward looking action plans to manage these instances proactively.
•
Create a culture of risk management awareness where the implications of stressed conditions
and the required actions under those conditions are clearly understood across the organisation
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•
Set the short term and long term strategy and the associated solvency requirements to support
their objectives in BAU and also stressed scenarios

ORSA Governance
The chart overleaf shows how the ORSA process is embedded within governance framework, thus supporting its ongoing application in Business as Usual (BAU).
ORSA Process – Components
Business Planning
The ORSA supports the business planning process and the revision of Gefion’s strategy based the evolution of the
business. The focus of the ORSA in respect of the business planning process is to support senior management to include
a forward looking perspective in the strategy setting, thus creating strategic plans with tangible actions to deliver
commercial objectives.
The time horizon of the ORSA is aligned to that of the business planning process (3-5 year forward looking assessment).
The ORSA report informs the Board and the senior management of the emerging risks, strategic changes and stress
conditions that can impact the business plan to identify forward looking actions to manage promptly the implications
of these potential events. Based on the ORSA report, the Executive Committee (ExCo) shall challenge and review: Risk
Ranking, Risk Profile, Risk Appetite and a selection of key business parameters
Approved business planning targets will be used to monitor changes in risk profile at committee level. Deviations from
the Board approved risk appetites shall drive model re-runs and Internal Model changes feeding the ORSA process.
ORSA and Capital Management
The ORSA shall inform the Board and senior management of Gefion’s capital requirements with regards to the
submitted business plan. When significant changes to risk profile triggering model change occur, the ORSA shall be used
to inform management in respect of the capital and the change in strategy that resulted in the change of capital
requirements for.
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ORSA and Risk Appetite
The ORSA shall inform the process of setting and reviewing risk appetite and management tolerances to support the
risk profile monitoring and the decision making processes. The ORSA process aims to highlight how Internal Model Use
and the risk profile has affected strategic objectives and the actions undertaken by management to achieve business
plan goal.

Risk Profile Monitoring
Governance Groups monitor adherence to the risk appetite and management tolerances through. This process supports
an integrated risk and capital assessment and demonstrates contribution of individual governance groups to Exco and
the ORSA process. Responsibilities of individual committees with regards to ORSA are defined in the governance groups
Terms of Reference. Risk profile monitoring as a part of ORSA process creates awareness of the linkage between
decision making and capital management at BAU environment.
The Risk Management Function supports and challenges business identification, management, monitoring and
reporting of quantifiable and non-quantifiable risks to which Gefion is exposed to.
Stress Testing
Gefion defines stress testing affecting the core elements of its strategy in order to identify the effects of adverse
developments on SCR caused by changes to risk profile. Stress tests shall be approved by Governance Groups and
escalated to ExCo for approval, prior Board ratification. Stress tests should:
•
Address the main risk factors, which the business is exposed to
•
Take into account specific vulnerabilities and emerging risks
•
Be dynamic and forward looking (3 – 5 years) and include several outcomes. The time horizon
shall reflect the type of business.
Reverse Stress Testing
Governance Groups feed into the ORSA process by developing reverse stress scenarios, which help to identify changes
to the risk profile that could result in Gefion not remaining an on-going concern.
Technical provisions
The ORSA shall receive input from the actuarial function in respect of the calculation of technical provisions and
confirmation that the outputs comply with the regulatory requirements.
The use of ORSA Outputs
The ORSA report supports forward looking management actions across variety of vital business functions, including
business planning process, strategy setting or identification of emerging risks.

The Solvency and Capital Requirement
The solvency capital requirement is determined based on the standard model by using the Solvency II configuration in
the Asseco Aggregation Engine which is certified by Deloitte.
The process is initiated by the actuarial department, who collects the data and prepare the inputs to the calculation,
the Chief actuary (Risk Management Function) reconcile the inputs to the accounting figures and examine the result of
the solvency calculation.
When the results are approved by the Chief actuary (Risk Management Function) they are presented to the CFO and
CEO (Actuarial Function) who review and make a final approval of the results.
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All inputs to the Asseco Aggregation Engine is based on Excel spreadsheets with predefined formats therefore all inputs
are converted to Excel spreadsheets which are transformed to reflect the predefined formats. The inputs to the solvency
calculation is primarily based on the accounting figures except for catastrophe exposure, ratings and details on
investment assets. The data sources are as follows:
The gross and net premiums and - insurance technical provisions are based on the accounting figures where we have
adapted the accounting system to enable us to track all insurance technical amounts on various dimensions including
currency, Line of business, country. Thereby we can source most the inputs to the market, health- and non-life insurance
modules directly from the accounting figures.
The catastrophe exposures are based on the premium/risk bordereaux received from the various agents where the
number of risks and sum insureds are collected from.
The mitigation effect on catastrophe risk are based on the reinsurance contracts where both the proportional and nonproportional reinsurance covers are considered depending on the size of the estimated catastrophe scenario. If more
than one reinsurance program is assumed to be hit by the catastrophe the mitigation effect is determined as a weighted
average where the catastrophe exposure is used as weights.
The receivables from insurance intermediaries and policyholders are split in two. In Great Britain agents and brokers are
legally obliged to place all premiums received from policyholders in a so called trusted account. This means that if the
agent or broker defaults the trusted account will not be a part of the bankruptcy estate. For Gefion this means that the
premiums placed on the trusted accounts are not exposed to default risk by the agents and brokers but instead it will
be a default risk against the bank where the premiums are placed. Gefion is asking the agents and brokers for bank
statements on the trusted accounts every month. And in the solvency calculation those premium bank accounts are
treated as counterparty risk towards the bank and the receivables from the accounting figures is equivalently reduced
by the same amounts. For all other agents and brokers the receivable from the accounting figures are used directly.
The Investment assets are based on market value from the accounting figures but the calculation of the interest rate
risk related to the bonds is performed by Jyske Bank based on a full repricing of the expected cash-flows.
The calculation of the Risk Margin is based on method 3 where all future solvency requirements related to the insurance
portfolio is assumed to run-off like the run-off of the insurance technical provisions implemented in Asseco. Though we
think that this approach overestimates the Risk Margin as the catastrophe risk will disappear when the last policy is
expired and the premiums risk will also decrease significantly when the portfolio is transferred and no policies are
renewed and the outstanding premiums have been collected.
Therefore, we have split the calculation in two parts the first part is covering the following 12 months where the policies
are still active and therefore exposed to catastrophe risk and outstanding premiums has not been collected this
calculation is based on the same inputs as the calculation of the solvency requirement.
The second part is covering the run-off from the 12 months to the portfolio is completely run-off. The calculation is
based on an adjusted input where the counterparty risk related to outstanding premiums, the catastrophe and premium
risk has been removed, and the risk mitigating effect from the reinsurance have been adjusted accordingly. This capital
requirement based on this adjusted input is assumed to decrease according to the run-off of the insurance technical
provisions.
The sum of the two parts will then equal the risk margin. We think that this approach will give a more correct reflection
of the risk margin.
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Internal Controls System
The description of the internal control system is described in section, Key Functions, Roles and Responsibilities, (page
47) along with the description of the Finance Function.
It is relevant to mention that as part of the risk assessment process, the compliance and risk management function use
the risk register to ascertain the adequacy of the control environment at coverholder level and for Gefion as a whole.
The risk register identifies key controls applicable at agent level and for Gefion as a whole. These are assessed quarterly
feeding into the Risk Assessment evaluation, which is reflected in the Risk Register.
Internal Audit Function
The description of the internal control system is described in section, Key Functions, Roles and Responsibilities, along
with the description of the Internal Audit Function.
Actuarial Function
The description of the internal control system is described in section, Key Functions, Roles and Responsibilities, along
with the description of the Actuarial Function.
Coverholder Relationships
•
Gefion’s operational model is based on a high degree of outsourcing of labor-intensive processes
thus making it highly scalable. This is reflected in the fact that most of the sales and distribution of
insurance products is carried out by insurance brokers and insurance agents - operating under and in
compliance with strict guidelines from Gefion Insurance A/S. Gefion Insurance A/S and its advisors
regularly audit all outsourced activities.
•
We though that it was relevant to outline Gefion’s expectations in respect of its Coverholders.
With that objective in mind the Executive approved its expectations as part of the Agent (“Coverholder”)
responsibilities terms of reference
•
ExCo expects agent/coverholders to fulfil the following objectives:
•
Support the strategic goals through active management of the agents’ underwriting book of
business and control framework.
•
Support Gefion in monitoring the performance of the business by consistently providing timely
reporting in line with that specified within the binding authority agreement and the risk profile monitoring
process.
•
Monitor the evolution of its risk profile across all risk categories against defined tolerance
framework and report this adequately to Gefion.
•
To fulfil this mandate the Agent is expected to satisfy the following responsibilities:
Business Planning
•
Support Gefion’ business planning process providing realistic objectives for premium volume,
pricing and claims to achieve a top quartile performance within its peers in the same territory and
business line.
Underwriting
•
Ensure that underwriting authorities, claims authorities, line limits, risk recording, aggregate
monitoring, realistic disaster levels, performance and claims servicing are within the terms of the
approved business plans, and comply with regulatory requirements.
•
Ensure that underwriting and claims management philosophy, methodologies and processes
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support Gefion’s risk appetite and strategic objectives.
•
Review and where necessary approve any underwriting, and/or claims based returns to
regulators and receive and consider any external reports such as independent review reports or audit
reports and either agree subsequent actions or escalate as appropriate.
•
Ensure processes and procedures that monitor and manage the relationship with brokers
conform to all counterparty requirements.
Reporting
•
Record all details of insurance bound as per the Binding Agreement.
•
Record, monitor and report on details of the aggregate exposures.
•
Prepare paid premium bordereaux in a manner or format agreed with the carrier as part of
monthly reporting to the carrier.
•
Prepare claim bordereaux in a manner or format agreed with the carrier as part of monthly
reporting to the carrier.
•
Produce a summary account showing paid premium declared for the period in question, gross
and net of commission, taxes and any other deductions.
•
Complete tax returns on behalf of Gefion as defined in the binding authority agreement.
Risk Profile Monitoring
Support Gefion to achieve its short terms strategy goals by actively managing the areas of the risk profile to which the
agent is exposed to with particular attention to insurance, credit and operational risk:
•
Complete the risk profile monitoring process using the systems and tools provided by Gefion
monthly after completion of the reporting pack to be submitted to the carrier.
•
Monitor agent’s adherence to the authority granted in the Binding Authority Agreement
•
Monitor pricing adequacy for the agent book of business.
•
Monitor performance against planned premium phasing
•
Monitor the evolution of loss experience against expected loss ratios.
•
Perform periodic profitability reviews of the book of business
•
Monitor aggregated exposure to ensure that the risk of concentration to a single event, peril or
class remains within agreed risk appetites and management tolerances.
Monito the adequacy, working order and proportionality of the agent’s internal controls framework.
Internal Model Use:
Based on the analysis of deviations to risk management tolerances assess and conclude if:
•
Risk categories are managed within the risk appetite defined by the carrier
•
Deviations to risk management tolerances are significant enough to cause deviations from
expected performance.
•
Highlight any trends that may be indicative of any potential emerging risks or stressed conditions.
•
Highlight any fundamental changes in performance that may be indicative of a deviation to the
operating business model in place when the binder agreement was put in place.
•
Highlight if any of the assumptions or expert judgments applied to define the terms of the binder
agreement need to be reviewed and validated based on the underwriting book performance.
•
Stress Testing and Reverse stress testing: Supported by the Risk Management Function, define stress scenarios that
could cause material deviation from the goals defined in the binder authority.
Internal model change
Escalating deviations to management tolerances and proposed actions to ExCo that could impact the capability of
Gefion to meets its Solvency and Capital Requirement (SCR) by more than 10% as follows and in particular:
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•
Deviations to risk management tolerances of an individual agent which constitutes more than
10% of premium volume.
•
Deviations to risk management tolerances across agents which, on a cumulative basis, constitute
more than 10% of premium volume.
•
Deviations to risk management tolerance which have consistently occurred over three months.
Conduct Risk:
•
Ensure that underwriters adhere to the Conduct Risk, Treating Customers Fairly, and Financial
Crime policies.
•
Ensure that a product analysis and end-customer analysis is conducted on an annual basis or
with the introduction of a new products.
•
Ensure processes and procedures that monitor and manage the relationship with customers
conform to all conduct risk requirements.
Other:
Minimum Annually
•
Prepare the annual budget (including a detailed expense budget).
•
Approve and implement accounting policies and procedures.
•
Ensure spreadsheet standards are maintained.
Monthly
•
Monitor the adherence to the budget and where necessary report material deviations to the
carrier.
•
Monitor liquidity as well as the ability to settle all liabilities as they fall due
Escalation
•
The Agent shall escalate to the Carrier deviations against expected performance monthly as part
of the monthly reporting to the carrier.
Any Other Information
The information presented in Section B provides a true and fair view of the systems of governance of Gefion Insurance
during the period and the development plans that are in transit.
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Risk Profile
Gefion aims to build a diversified book of business across lines and territories supported by demonstrable performance
based on core underwriting principles, particularly adherence to premium volume, business mix, pricing and claims
experience targets.
•
Gefion underwrites a book circa MEUR 110 and expects to grow strongly (MEUR 200 for 2017
Plan) to circa MEUR 350 (GWP) over the next three to five years.
•
The geographic distribution focus in the European Economic Area (EEA) with limited appetite for
risk placements outside these desired
target locations.
•
The geographical distribution is
skewed towards the UK with circa 50% of
the existing and forward looking portfolio
relating to UK business.
•
The volatility of the book is
mainly driven by short tail products
except for liability (primarily motor
liability) with limited exposure to
catastrophe risk, targeting loss ratios (L/R) below 60% and combined ratio
below 95% in a steady sate, once the
business matures after two years of start-up phase.
•
Volatility is expected to arise from
losses which is managed with strong
reinsurance cessions across the book
share covers ceding between 50-80% of
business. Large and catastrophe losses are
with an additional with excess-of-loss
limit large losses and catastrophe
of MEUR 0,5.

attritional
with quota
the
managed
cover to
exposure

market
•
To manage execution risk and
penetration barriers, Gefion operates
through
agents with demonstrable operational
frameworks
to
ensure
effective
management of the key areas of the risk
profile
contributing to Gefion’s risk profile
(Insurance, Credit and Operational risk). This focus on operational readiness, supports to obtain lower
level of uncertainty in terms of operational effectiveness, premium income and levels of reserves, which
ultimately supports the sufficiency of the technical provisions.
•
From a customer perspective, Gefion is focused on SME’s and private consumers to the exclusion
of big corporates. This brings an additional element of conduct risk exposure to the book which is
understood and accepted by the Board.
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Gefion Risk Profile, Risk Strategy and ranking
The chart below shows the allocation of capital to the different risk categories for the 2016 YOA
Insurance, market and counterparty risks are the main risk drivers of Gefion’s risk profile representing 32%, 26% and
23% overall and 82% of the SCR on a combined basis. The remaining 18% is operational risk.
This risk profile is in line with Gefion’s strategic objective as a carrier, current level of maturity as a start-up business
and high level of business cession in its reinsurance program.

Insurance Risk – 32% of SCR
Definition:
Gefion offers standard insurance products (direct and reinsurance) distributed as described below by agent and
territory (also useful to include peril).
The insurance risk in the standard solvency model is a combination of the following sub-risks:
•
Premium risk: The risk that the charged premiums are less profitable than expected. In the
standard model this sub-risk is quantified based on the largest of either the premiums net of reinsurance
earned in the previous 12 months or the premiums net of reinsurance budgeted to be earned following
12 months.
•
Reserve risk: The risk that the best estimate claims reserves are insufficient to settle all
outstanding claims. As the solvency capital requirement is conceptually on a 12 months’ basis, this means
that the reserve risk is the risk that the current best estimate ultimate claims is significantly lower than
the best estimate ultimate claims 12 months ahead related to the claims that have incurred at status
date. In the standard model this sub risk is quantified based on the best estimate claims reserves net of
reinsurance. Gefion has the accounting principle that claims reserves for Excess of Loss reinsurance are
only set aside based on reported and settled claims. However, the reserve risk is either triggered by
increase of attritional losses or by major losses or a combination of the two. So, in the case that increase
of major claims is partially or the only reason for increase of the claims reserves then in reality Gefion will
receive some Excess of Loss protection which is not quantified in the standard model and therefore we
think that the standard model gives a conservative quantification of the reserve risk for Gefion due to the
conservative accounting principles. Lapse risk: The risk that a large part of the profitable policyholders
cancels their policies which causes a loss due to the release of the profit margin. In the standard model,
it is assumed that 40% of the profitable policyholders cancel their policy. In a traditional insurance
company, only active in one country, it seems reasonable that bad reputation can lead to a decrease of
the portfolio by 40%, but Gefion has a portfolio which is diversified on countries Lines of business and
agents which in our view diversifies the lapse risk. On the other side Gefion has some concentration risk
on the 5 largest agents. Therefore, the lapse risk quantification seems reasonable with the current
portfolio.
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•
Catastrophe risk: The risk that the insurance portfolio is hit by a large catastrophe during the
following 12 months. The standard model quantifies the following catastrophes:
o
Motor third party liability claim
o
Fire accident
o
Liability claim
o
Earthquake
o
Flooding
o
Hail
o
Subsidence
o
Windstorm
Market Risk – 26% of SCR
The market risk in the standard solvency model is a combination of the following sub-risks:
•
Interest rate risk: The risk that changes in the interest rates causes a loss due to adverse changes
in the valuation of assets and liabilities. In Gefion a large part of the gross insurance technical reserves
are covered by proportional reinsurance which provides a perfect hedging towards changes in the
interest rates. To hedge the retained part of the insurance technical reserves Gefion has an investment
strategy aims at minimizing the interest rate risk and at the same time optimizing the investment return.
As at 31/12/2016 the majority of the investment assets are placed in UK government bonds and Danish
Mortgage bonds where the duration of the bonds are roughly matching the duration of the insurance
technical reserves.
•
Equity risk: The risk that the value of the equities decreases significantly. Gefion has one relatively
large position of equities in the unlisted company Sable Air. This position is covered by a put-option, which
means that most the equity risk is hedged.
•
Property risk: The risk that the value of owned properties decreases significantly. Gefion has a
relatively small exposure to property due to the improvement of the domicile property.
•
one relatively large position of equities in the unlisted company Sable Air. This position is covered
by a put-option, which means that the majority of the equity risk is hedged.
•
Spread risk: The risk that the value of the bonds decreases due to increase of the risk premium
the investors charge in the financial markets. Gefion is exposed to spread risk from the relatively large
exposure to Danish Mortgage bonds the quantification if the risk is though limited and it has been decided
that the expected additional return from buying Danish Mortgage bonds compared to EUR or DK
government bonds compensate fully for the additional capital allocation due to the introduction of spread
risk.
•
Concentration risk: The risk of a loss in the investment assets due to a default or other adverse
development of a counterparty. Most this risk arises from the equity position in Sable Air, and even
though Gefion has a put-option on these equities the hedging effect is not considered in the standard
model. Moreover, the position in Danish Mortgage bonds also introduces a relatively small concentration
risk but as for the spread risk alternative assets have been considered and the expected return and the
security of the Danish Mortgage bonds compensated for the additional capital allocation.
•
Currency risk: The risk that changes in the exchange rates causes a loss due to a currency
mismatch between assets and liabilities. In Gefion a large part of the gross insurance technical reserves
are covered by proportional reinsurance which provides a perfect hedging towards changes in the
exchange rates. To hedge the retained part of the insurance technical reserves Gefion has decided to
hedge EUR liabilities with Danish mortgage bonds, which introduces a relatively small currency risk but
as for the spread and concentration risk alternatives has been considered and it has been decided Danish
mortgage bonds gave the best combination of expected return and security. As the EUR and DKK
exchange rates are tied up we think that the risk of significant changes to the EUR-DKK exchange rates is
very limited which is also reflected in the standard model.
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Credit Risk – 23% of SCR
The credit risk in the standard solvency model covers the risk of default and illiquidity of reinsurers, banks, other
financial institutions and policyholders that has unpaid premiums. The standard model quantifies the credit risk based
on a combination of the current outstanding amounts and for Reinsurers and financial institutions which are the
counterparties in risk mitigation contracts the risk mitigation effect in the solvency calculation is added to the
outstanding amount and the total amount is then stressed based on the rating of the counterparty.
Even though that most of the reinsurance contracts have offset clauses and we therefore could reduce the outstanding
amounts by subtracting the current liabilities we have not used that option because it is not obvious if the offset clauses
are limited to the single contract or if they are covering all contracts with the same reinsurer. We think that this is a
conservative approach to the calculation of the credit risk. Overall the credit risk quantified in the standard model seems
reasonable but due to the conservative inputs the result is probably slightly conservative.
Operational Risk – 18% of SCR
The operational risk is covering all risks related to the daily business including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Fraud
Legal changes
Staffing
System breakdown
Human mistakes

It is very difficult to quantify to build a model that quantifies all risk risks properly due to the severity and impact of the
incidents are so volatile. In the standard model the operational risk is quantified. And it is based on either 3% of the
gross earned premiums, 3% of the insurance technical reserves or 30% of the Basic Solvency Capital Requirement. As
at 31/12/2016 the operational risk was limited to 30% of the Basic Solvency Capital Requirement.
Overall Gefion’s business model implies a relatively high operational risk, but with the introduction of the initiatives
started in 2016 it is out perception that the operational risk has been reduced to the size of a traditional insurance
company and when the planned improvements have been established in 2017 it is our perception that in relation all
sub-risks except for staffing Gefion’s will have a reduced risk compared to traditional insurance companies.
Liquidity Risk
The liquidity risk is not quantified explicitly in the standard model but we have the perception that the calibration of
the different parameters in the standard model includes the illiquidity risk. This means that a part of the credit- and
market risks are illiquidity risk. Except for the Sable Air equities Gefion’s assets are very liquid as the remaining part of
the investment assets are placed in ultra liquid exchange traded assets and all bank deposits are places on accounts
without any commitments meaning that the funds can be transferred immediately. The reinsurance selection has a high
focus on choosing players with at least an A-rating and no known historical complaints and in most of the reinsurance
contract there are cash-call clauses. This means that except for the Sable Air equities, Gefion’s assets has a very low
liquidity risk.
Group Risk
The Group risk is not quantified in the standard model, but we have assessed the impact that conflicting commercial
objectives between the holding company Gefion Holdings and Gefion Insurance and vice versa. Gefion Holdings was set
up with the only purpose of owning assets and shares in Gefion Insurance. The risk profile of both entities is fully aligned
and driven by the same risk factors. The composition of the senior management team is consistent between both
entities, thus ensuring a consistent culture and strategic view across both organisations. For these reasons, we consider
that the exposure to Group risk within the Gefion Group is minimal and not likely to cause any substantial impact in
qualitative or quantitative terms.
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Conduct Risk
The conduct risk is not quantified explicitly in the standard model but it is a part of operational risk. Gefion’s approach
is to encourage agents to treat all customers as consumer business to ensure that it applies a conservative approach to
ensure the benefit of clients.
Gefion Risk Appetite
Gefion’s Risk Appetite extends to areas of its risk profile. It is structured at two levels, Strategic Risk Appetites and Risk
Management Tolerances. The former, listed below, summarise the key principles driving Gefion’s strategy. These are
owned by the Board and drive escalation from the Executive Committee where business events identify deviations that
could affect adherence to strategic risk appetites.
Strategic Risk Appetites

Capital
Earnings (Losses)
Liquidity Risk
Market Risk
Operational Risk

Conduct Risk

Gefion has an appetite to hold sufficient capital to meet capital requirements
with a capital surplus of at least 50%.
No appetite for more than a 1/20 probability of combined ratio deterioration
greater than 10% in excess of business plan.
Gefion has an appetite to maintain sufficient liquidity in the major currencies,
in order to meet expected short term financial obligations.
Gefion has a low appetite to suffer losses / impact on capital, trust funds or
cash held at bank due to unexpected developments in financial markets.
No appetite for control environment and operational issues leading to
breaches of regulatory requirements or severe financial losses.
Gefion has a low appetite to business events that could result in detrimental
impact to Gefion's customers or reinsurers as a result of behaviour and culture
at any stage throughout the customer lifecycle.

Management tolerances
Management tolerances were approved by ExCo and ratified by the Board to monitor the evolution of its risk profile
from Q2 2017. Risk Management tolerances are threshold defined to trigger discussion and decision making at
Executive Committee as well as escalation to the Board when their effect could result in deviations to strategic risk
appetites.
It is important to highlight that deviations to management tolerances should be expected and should be considered
part of the day to day management of the business. The assessment of the executive team, the independent challenge
of the Risk Management function and the on-going dialog across the business are what helps identifying those areas
which truly represent business vulnerabilities with a tangible potential to impact Gefion’s goals.
This approach ensures that relevant business events will be assessed in terms of their importance and potential effect
on strategic risk appetites. Management tolerance oversight has been delegated to the Executive Committee who in
turn has created specific governance groups with specific responsibility to monitor specific risk categories, thus
strengthening ExCo’s capability to manage the performance of the business and to take proportionate actions to ensure
that the strategy defined by the Board is achieved within the boundaries of the strategic risk appetites.
Reporting against management tolerances and strategic risk appetites is managed and coordinated by the Risk
Management function based on MI produced by business functions. As a second line of defence function, the Risk
Management function provides an element of independence from the business to create a more objective analysis of
the business performance to highlight key areas of discussion at executive level.
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Valuation for Solvency Purposes
The ‘Valuation for Solvency Purposes’ section of the report describes the valuation of assets, technical provisions and
other liabilities from the Financial Business Act and the accounting regulations stipulated for insurance companies to
the Solvency basis. The section also outlines the approach and methodology underlying the valuation.
In accordance with article 75 of the Solvency II Directive, the Company’s assets and liabilities other than technical
provisions are measured in accordance with principles of an arm length transaction between knowledgeable willing
parties using market consistent valuation methods.
Solvency II Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2016,
KDKK
Assets
Intangible assets
Deferred tax assets
Property, plant & equipment held for own use
Investments
Participations
Equities
Equities – unlisted
Bonds
Government Bonds
Corporate Bonds
Reinsurance recoverable from:
Non-Life excluding health
Health similar to non-life
Insurance and intermediaries’ receivables
Receivables (trade, not insurance)
Cash and cash equivalents
Any other assets, not elsewhere shown
Total assets
Liabilities
Technical provisions — non-life
Technical provisions — non-life (excluding health)
Best Estimate
Risk Margin
Technical provisions — health (similar to non-life)
Best Estimate
Risk Margin
Debt owed to credit institutions
Insurance & Intermediaries’ payables
Reinsurance payables
Subordinated liabilities
Subordinated liabilities in Basic Own Funds
Any other liabilities, not elsewhere shown
Total liabilities
Excess of assets over liabilities

Note

8
5
6
1

D.2

3
7
2
4

D.2

13
10
9
11
12

Statutory
Accounts
1,951
6,907
4,309
177,947
265
40,297
40,297
137,384
70,202
67,182
355,285
355,231
54
195,887
1,380
89,397
9,543
842,606
479,216
479,134
464,769
14,365
82
79
3
0
47,889
235,274
37,917
37,917
12,560
812,857
29,749

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments
-1,951

-6

-220

-6
-314
308

-220
-220
-25,773
-25,768
-4

-118,802
119,058
249

-27,944
-32,765
-32,759
-32,759
-6
-6

249
3

249
0

-32,762
4,818

Solvency
II
0
6,907
4,309
177,721
265
40,297
40,297
137,158
69,668
67,491
329,512
329,463
50
77,085
1,380
208,454
9,543
814,911
446,452
446,375
432,011
14,365
76
73
3
249
47,889
235,277
37,917
37,917
12,560
780,343
34,567
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Assets
Note 1 - Investments: Investments are classified into the three tiers of fair value hierarchy based on the characteristics
of inputs available in the marketplace. The following valuation hierarchy is used:
•
Level 1: Quoted market prices in active liquid markets for the same assets.
•
Level 2: Quoted market prices in active liquid markets for similar assets with adjustments to
reflect differences. The adjustments reflect factors specific to the asset including the condition or location
of the asset, the extent to which inputs relate to items that are comparable with the asset and the volume
or level of activity in the markets within which the inputs are observed.
•
Level 3: Alternative valuation methods which make use of relevant market inputs including:
o
Quoted prices for identical or similar assets in markets which are not active and liquid;
o
Inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset, including interest
rates and yield curves observable at commonly quoted intervals, implied volatilities and credit
spreads;
o
Market-corroborated inputs, which may not be directly observable but are based on or
supported by observable market data.
o
Reporting etc. from investment managers etc. or via the latest official annual reports.
The Company’s investments are segregated into the following categories:
•
Participations,
•
Equities
•
Government Bonds,
•
Corporate Bonds
Except for investments in participations, all of the Company’s assets categories are measured at fair value in the
Statutory accounts therefore no measurement differences arises in principle. But as the bond input to the solvency
calculation is delivered by the Asset manager which means that the valuation is based on a slightly different exchange
rate. The result of this discrepancy equals -220 KDKK which is reflected in the Solvency II valuation adjustment. a, but
as the inputs for the solvency calculation is delivered by the investment managers.
The accrued interest is reclassified from “Cash and cash equivalents” in the statutory accounts to the value of the
underlying investment under Solvency II. This resulted in a change of -6 KDKK in the value of the investment on the
Solvency II.

KDKK
Participations
Equities – Unlisted
Bonds
Government Bonds
Corporate Bonds
Total Investments

Statutory
Accounts
265
40,297
137,384
70,202
67,182
177,947

Reclassification
Adjustments

-6
-314
308
-6

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

Solvency II

-220
-220

265
40,297
137,158
69,668
67,491
177,721

-220

Note 2 – Cash and cash equivalents: Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash on hand and demand deposits with banks
together with short-term highly liquid investments that are readily convertible into known amounts of cash and that
are not subject to a significant risk of change in value.
Such investments are classified as cash equivalents where they have maturity dates of three months or less from the
date of acquisition.
The business model is based on the principle that the coverholders receives the premium payments from the
policyholders and settle the received premiums with Gefion Insurance monthly, this means that the outstanding
receivable from the coverholders corresponds to 1-2 months of received premiums. It is required that these amounts
are placed in separate bank accounts with no commingling of premiums belonging to other carriers or the coverholders
own funds.
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In the statutory accounts these receivables are registered as “Insurance and intermediaries’ receivables” but as the
legislation of Great Britain protects these unsettled premiums in relation to default of the coverholder. The banks in
Great Britain works with the term trusted accounts which means that the coverholder acts as a trustee and thereby
have full access to the account but the balance on the bank accounts legally belongs to the Company.
Moreover, the legislation also imposes the coverholder to report the balance of the premium bank accounts to the UK
FSA including an overview showing the outstanding amount to each carrier. This means that we interpret the risk of
these outstanding receivables from the coverholders in Great Britain more exposed to the default of the bank where
the premiums are placed than the risk of a default of the coverholder. To reflect this perception the receivable in
relation to the coverholders in Great Britain is 118,802 KDKK are reclassified from being an “Insurance and
intermediaries’ receivable” in the statutory accounts to “Cash and cash equivalents” in the Solvency II.
Bank accounts with a negative balance of -249 KDKK have been reclassified from being a part of “Cash and cash
equivalents” in the statutory accounts to “Debt owed to credit institutions” in the Solvency II.
Next accrued interest of 6 KDKK has been reclassified from “Cash and cash equivalents” in the statutory accounts to the
value of the underlying investment under Solvency II. This change is also mentioned in note 1.

KDKK

Statutory Accounts

Reclassification
Adjustments

89,397

119,058

Cash and cash equivalents

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

Solvency II
208,454

Note 3 – Insurance and intermediaries’ receivables: This represents debtor balances which are outstanding. The fair
value of receivables which are outstanding not differ materially from their amortised cost and are therefore considered
to be held at fair value.
As described in note 2 the receivable in relation to the coverholders in Great Britain is 118,802 KDKK are reclassified
from being an “Insurance and intermediaries’ receivable” in the statutory accounts to “Cash and cash equivalents” in
the Solvency II.
Solvency II
Reclassification
KDKK
Statutory Accounts
Valuation
Solvency II
Adjustments
Adjustments
Insurance and intermediaries’
receivables
195,887
-118,802
77,085
Note 4 – Any other assets, not elsewhere shown: This represents primarily various prepayments and similar accrued
amounts. There have been no adjustments to the valuation of these amounts.

KDKK
Any other assets, not elsewhere shown

Statutory
Accounts

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

9,543

Solvency II
9,543

Note 5 – Deferred Tax Assets: The Solvency II measurement principles for deferred taxes are consistent with the
principles use in the statutory accounts. Deferred tax comprises the amounts of income taxes recoverable in future
periods in respect of:
•
The carry forward of unused tax losses.
•
The carry forward of unused tax credits.

KDKK
Deferred Tax Assets

Statutory
Accounts
6,907

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

Solvency II
6,907
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Note 6 – Property, plant & equipment held for own use: Property, plant and equipment held for own use are defined as
tangible assets and the fair value does not differ materially from their amortised cost and are therefore considered to
be held at fair value.

KDKK
Property, plant & equipment held for own
use

Statutory
Accounts

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

4,309

Solvency II

4,309

Note 7 – Receivables (trade, not insurance): The receivables (trade, not insurance balances) relate to intra group
receivables and other receivables which are due within 1 year and statutory accounts values are taken to approximate
fair values under Solvency II.

KDKK
Receivables (trade, not insurance)

Statutory
Accounts

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

1,380

Solvency II
1,380

Note 8 – Intangible assets: Intangible assets are measured at fair value, where an active market exists. An active market
is a market in which all of the following conditions exists:
•
The items traded in the market are homogeneous.
•
Willing buyers and sellers can normally be found at any time.
•
Prices are available to the public.
In tangible assets are valued at zero unless the intangible asset can be sold separately and the values can be derived
using quoted prices in active markets. Gefion Insurance’s intangible assets include capitalised software costs which are
registered in the statutory accounts at the amortised cost, these assets are measured at zero under Solvency II.

KDKK
Intangible assets

Statutory
Accounts
1,951

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments
-1,951

Solvency II
0

Technical Provisions
Solvency II requires Technical Provisions to be segmented by Solvency II lines of business. Gefion Insurance’s
segmentation of lines of business is more granular and reflects the annual reporting to the Danish FSA. This grouping
of risks considers especially the homogeneity of the risk profiles and makes the results useful for internal and external
reporting.
Reserving classes are further split by country, currency and coverholder. The splitted reserves are discounted based on
their duration by applying risk-free yield curves (by currency) that are provided by EIOPA to get Technical Provisions by
reserving classes.
Technical Provisions by reserving classes are then mapped to the Solvency II lines of business. In cases where more than
one reserving class maps to a single Solvency II line of business, the reserving classes are assumed to be independent
of each other.
Valuation basis, methods and main assumptions
The technical provisions are defined as the probability-weighted average of future cash flows, discounted to take into
account the time value of money considering all possible future scenarios. The cash flows projection used in the
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calculation of the best estimate takes account of all cash in-flows and out-flows required to settle the insurance
obligations over their lifetime.
Technical provisions are grouped into the following key components:
•
Gross claims provisions: Best Estimate of provisions that relate to the earned exposure.
•
Gross premium provisions: Best Estimate of provisions relate to the unearned exposure i.e.
driven from unearned premium and policies which are bound and incepted at the valuation date.
•
Risk margin: Additional provision to bring the Best Estimates to the level required to transfer the
obligations to a third party undertaking.
Gross claims provisions
One outcome of the Company’s business model is that the insurance portfolio will become very segmented both
geographically and across lines of business in the current portfolio UK motor business is the largest segment.
As each binder agreement is covered by a separate insurance program where a large part of the business is ceded to
proportional reinsurers therefore the estimation of the insurance technical provisions is split per binder to be able to
allocate the premium and claims provisions to the correct reinsurers. This means that each homogeneous reserving
group is relatively small and defined.
The historical data is limited to 01.08.2015 and the magnitude of the homogeneous groups are very limited, therefore,
the historical claims data has been inappropriate to use as a basis for the traditional actuarial triangulation methods.
For the business in England, Ireland and Denmark the claims reserving has been based on market triangulation data,
which is relatively homogeneous compared to Gefion Insurance’s insurance portfolio. The run-off pattern from the
market data has been applied to the Company’s incurred data (sum of paid claims and case reserves) per binder,
underwriting year, accident year and line of business based on the chain ladder method. The claims provisions are then
defined as the expected ultimate claims net of paid claims. The present value of the claims provisions is then determined
by applying the risk-free interest rate published by EIOPA based on the duration of the claims provisions. The estimation
of the duration is based on the chain ladder method applied to relevant market data.
For the binders where the agents have delivered useful historical data from their previous carriers representing their
own portfolios this binder specific data has been used as a basis for the estimation of the claims provisions and the
duration based on the chain ladder method.
The fundamental assumptions related to the claim ladder method is that the accident years are independent and that
the accident years are homogenous. Using market data as a basis for the estimation of the parameters implies the
fundamental assumption that Gefion Insurance’s insurance portfolio and the market data is homogeneous.
A general problem about claims data is that calendar year effects can occur due to changes claims handling procedures
or changes to legislation. To our knowledge the market data has been corrected for larger calendar effects. As the
market data, has been aggregated to run-off triangles is it difficult to determine if the homogeneous assumption is
fulfilled but as the data represents the same lines of business we consider that this data to be the best possible solution
until we can collect decent historical run-off data from the Company’s insurance portfolio.
The calculation of the claims provisions is subject to some uncertainty mainly because most the binder agreements
have incepted in 2016 and therefore the exposure in 2016 is very limited and moreover the first polices incepted in
august 2015, which means that the whole insurance portfolio is at a very early stage of the run-off patterns. A
consequence of this is also that the historical data is very limited and insufficient as a basis for traditional actuarial
triangulation methods. The use of market data will impose some uncertainty as the claims handling procedures and
composition and nature of the portfolios can vary such that the market data and Gefion Insurance’s own claims data is
not homogeneous and it is not possible to determine of this is the case or not.
The proportional ceded claims provisions have been estimated per reinsurer as their share of the present value of the
gross claims provisions.
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The nature of the gross claims provisions and the proportional ceded claims provisions are close related which means
that if the gross claims provisions are insufficient a large share of this eventual loss will be covered by the proportional
reinsurers which means that the proportional reinsurance reduces the overall uncertainty related to the claims
provisions significantly.
Gross premium provisions
The gross premium provisions are estimated based on the pro rate temporis principle per policy net of acquisition costs
if the premium provisions are estimated to be insufficient to cover the future costs and expenses related to the written
unearned premiums then the premium provisions are increased such that the provisions can cover those costs and
expenses. We have found that that the pro rata temporis premium provisions were sufficient and therefore there were
no need to increase the premium provisions.
The proportional ceded premium provisions are estimated per reinsurer as their share of the gross premium provisions
net of acquisition costs.
The pro rata temporis principle is common practice within the non-life insurance industry. The method assumes that
claims occurrence and magnitude do not depend on the seasonality or duration of the policy. The estimation of the pro
rata temporis premium provisions is a simple deterministic calculation which means that the uncertainty in relation to
this part of the premium provisions relatively small. The estimation of the expected future costs and expenses is based
on the result of the calculation of the claims provisions (part 6) which means that uncertainty related to the claims
provisions will also impact this part of the premium provisions. But as the portfolio is profitable smaller changes to the
claims provisions will not have any impact on the premium provisions. Only large increase of the claims provisions will
lead to an increase of the premium provisions.
By nature, the gross premium provisions and proportional ceded premium provisions are close related which means
that if the gross premium provisions are insufficient some of the loss that this will lead to will be covered by the
proportional reinsurers which means that the proportional reinsurance reduces the overall uncertainty related to the
premium provisions significantly.
In the statutory accounts the pro rata temporis premium provisions are adjusted to separate the profit margin from the
expected future expenses related to unearned exposure. The estimation of the profit margin is based on the
fundamental conservative assumption that the profit equals 10% of the premium provisions, which means that the
profit margin reduces the gross and ceded premium provisions by 10% which corresponds to a gross profit margin of
32,765 KDKK and the reinsurers share of the profit margin equals 25,773 KDKK.
In the statutory accounts the profit margin is handled as a liability like the premium provisions whereas in the solvency
calculations the profit margin is released from the premium provisions and is therefore resulting in an increase of the
own funds and a minor increase of the earned premiums in the calculation of the solvency capital requirement. The
uncertainty related to the profit margin is closely related to the uncertainty of the premium provisions because if the
premium provisions are insufficient this means that the profit margin has been too high by the same amount. The
uncertainty is reduced by the proportional reinsurers which also cover their share of the change.
Technical provisions related to non-proportional reinsurance
The non-proportional ceded premium provisions are estimated based on the reinsurance premium rate and the written
non-proportional ceded deposit premiums, such that the earned non-proportional ceded premiums is equal to the
premium rate applied to the gross earned premiums. This method is based on the fundamental assumption that the
adjusted non-proportional ceded premiums will be larger than or equal to the written deposit premiums. This seems to
be a reasonable assumption because in the cases where the minimum premiums for the non-proportional reinsurance
contracts are estimated to be larger than the forecasted premiums we approach the reinsurers to negotiate the terms
such that the premium levels in the non-proportional reinsurance contracts becomes aligned with the actual forecasted
gross written premiums. So far we experience that the reinsurers are very willing to make such changes.
The uncertainty related to these premium provisions is relatively limited because they are based on a deterministic
calculation, which depends in fixed accounting figures. The primary uncertainty related to these premium provisions is
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if a reinsurer is not willing to renegotiate the terms in the case where the forecasted actual premiums are lower than
the minimum premium.
Most of the non-proportional reinsurance contracts to also cover the proportional reinsurers which means that the
proportional reinsurers pay their share of the non-proportional reinsurance written deposit premiums and the nonproportional ceded premium provisions. This also reduces the overall uncertainty of the non-proportional ceded
premium provisions.
As a reserving principle, non-proportional ceded claims provisions are estimated case by case, which means that when
a large loss has been reported the claims provisions for non-proportional reinsurance is estimated based on the settled
amount and case reserve. A consequence of this principle is that the Incurred But Not Report (IBNR) part of the claims
provisions related to non-proportional reinsurance is set to zero.
As no large losses exceeding the excess points of the non-proportional reinsurance contracts have been reported at the
31.12.2016 the non-proportional ceded claims provisions are equal to zero. The uncertainty related to the nonproportional ceded claims provisions is in general primarily related to the IBNR part of the claims provisions but due to
the reserving principle the uncertainty related to these claims provisions can only be an upside for Gefion Insurance in
case that there exists one or more unreported large loss which are included in the estimated gross claims provisions
but not in the non-proportional ceded claims provisions.
Risk Margin
The methods used for calculating the risk margin is described in page 37 where the methods used in the solvency
calculation are described.
The estimation of the risk margin is relatively uncertain because most insurance portfolios is sold for prices which is
larger than the booked value because the transfer often also includes the right to renew existing policies but the
calculation of the risk margin assumes that the acquiring company of the insurance portfolio will not renew or
underwrite any policies which means that the upside related to those polices are excluded from the risk margin. This
means that the risk margin is a conservative estimate of the price for transferring the run-off of the insurance portfolio.
Due to the fundamental assumptions, the estimation is relative uncertain but it is our perception that the upside is
larger than the downside.
Technical provisions by material Solvency II line of business
Non-Life Gross
Provisions (KDKK)

Technical
Motor TPL

Motor Hull

Property

General
Liability

Other lines

Total non-life
obligations

Gross Premium Provisions

222,177

97,954

2,534

3,872

1,111

327,648

Gross Claims Provisions

112,180

19,694

3,784

1,524

19

137,200

10,357

3,556

180

139

136

14,368

344,714

121,204

6,498

5,535

1,266

479,216

Risk Margin
Gross Technical Provisions
Other liabilities

Note 9- Reinsurance payables: These liabilities are measured as the amount due, which represents the amount expected
to be paid. This is considered a fair market value of this liability and no allowance is made for “own credit risk”.

KDKK
Reinsurance payables

Statutory
Accounts
235,274

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments
3

Solvency II
235,277

Note 10- Insurance and intermediaries’ payables: This represents creditor balances which are outstanding. The fair value
of payables which are outstanding not differ materially from their amortised cost and are therefore considered to be
held at fair value.
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KDKK
Insurance and intermediaries’ payables

Statutory
Accounts

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

47,889

Solvency II
47,889

Note 11- Subordinated liabilities: Subordinated liabilities are debts which rank after other specified debts when the
undertaking is liquidated. There have been no adjustments to the valuation of these amounts.

KDKK
Subordinated liabilities

Statutory
Accounts

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

37,917

Solvency II
37,917

Note 12- Any other liability, not elsewhere shown: This represents primarily various outstanding amounts in relation to
salary, outstanding tax on behalf of employees and accruals. There have been no adjustments to the valuation of these
amounts.

KDKK
Any other liabilities, not elsewhere shown

Statutory
Accounts

Reclassification
Adjustments

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

12,560

Solvency II
12,560

Note 13- Any other liability, not elsewhere shown: This represents bank accounts with negative balances. As explained
in note 2, these represents an amount of 249 KDKK and are reclassified in the Solvency II.

KDKK
Debt owed to credit institutions

Statutory
Accounts

Reclassification
Adjustments

0

249

Solvency II
Valuation
Adjustments

Solvency II
249

Matching Adjustments
No matching adjustments are applied. The insurance technical provisions are identical in the solvency II and the
statutory accounts.
Volatility Adjustments
No volatility adjustments are applied. The insurance technical provisions are identical in the solvency II and the statutory
accounts.
Transitional Measures
No transitional measures are applied. The insurance technical provisions are identical in the solvency II and the statutory
accounts.
Recoverables from reinsurance contract and special purpose vehicles
This is covered in the valuation method and main assumption section in page 27.
There are no other liabilities affecting the valuation of the technical provisions. We recognised a subordinated loan but
the value is not subject to the valuation principles.
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Capital Management
Own Funds
The Company's Own funds are comprised of items on the balance sheet which are referred to as basic own funds.
Gefion Insurance has no off balance sheet items or ancillary own funds. This sub-section of the report aims to provide
a view of capital management activities in the Company, its capital management methods and the structure, amount
and quality of Own Funds.

Composition and quality of Own Funds
Under Solvency Il regulation, capital is referred to as Own Funds and the regulation distinguishes between Basic Own
Funds and Ancillary Own Funds. Capital under Solvency Il starts with the excess of assets over liabilities as determined
by the Economic Balance Sheet. Qualifying subordinated debt is then added to this and the combined amount is known
as Basic Own Funds.
The whole amount is classified into tiers of Own Funds. Restrictions are applied to limit the extent to which the various
components of Own Funds can be used to meet the capital requirements.
The composition and total available own funds for Gefion Insurance as at 31 December 2016 is provided below:
Own funds (´000 DK K )
Ordinary share capital
Reconciliation reserve
Subordinated liabilities
Net deferred tax assets
Total basic own funds

Total
55.980
-28.320
37.917
6.907
72.485

Tier 1 —
unrestricted

Tier 1 —
restricted

Tier 2

Tier 3

55.980
-28.320
37.917
27.660

37.917

6.907
6.907

Tier I basic own funds
The Company's ordinary share capital is classified as Tier 1 capital. Gefion Insurance currently has a subordinated loan
classified as restricted tier 1 capital. The reconciliation reserve is classified as Tier 1 capital in accordance with the
Solvency Il regulations. It is calculated as follows:

Reconciliation reserve (DK K '000)
Excess of assets over liabilities
Other basic own fund items
Reconciliation reserve

34.567
62.887
-28.320

Tier 2 basic own funds
Gefion Insurance has no Tier 2 own funds.
Tier 3 basic own funds
Tier 3 capital resources consists of net residual deferred tax assets.
Eligible Own Funds
The classification into tiers is relevant to the determination of eligible own funds. These are the own funds that are
eligible for covering the regulatory capital requirements — the solvency capital requirement and the minimum capital
requirement- For example, the minimum capital requirement must be covered by Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital and may not
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therefore be covered by Tier 3 capital. The extent to which the tiers are eligible to cover the capital requirements is set
out in the implementing measures (also known as delegated acts).
The table below presents the amount of total eligible funds to the SCR and MCR with respect to tiers:
Available and eligible own funds
Total eligible own funds to meet the SCR
Total eligible own funds to meet the MCR

Total

Tier 1 —
unrestricted

68.107
40.180

27.660
27.660

Tier 1 —
restricted
6.915
6.915

Tier 2

Tier 3

31.002
5.604

2.529

27.660 KDKK (41%) of the Company's eligible own funds are unrestricted tier 1 capital. This consists of Gefion
Insurance's ordinary share capital and the reconciliation reserve.
Eligible Own Funds to cover Capital Requirements
The Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) reflects a level of eligible own funds that is less than satisfactory. As described
elsewhere this is due to a technical error, and Gefion Insurance will continuously be able to absorb losses and give
reasonable assurance to policyholders and beneficiaries that payments will be made as they fall due.
The minimum capital requirements should ensure a minimum level below which the amount of resources should not
fall. It is necessary that it is calculated in accordance with the standard formula, which is subject to a defined floor and
cap based on the risk-based Solvency Capital Requirement
As at 31 December 2016, the SCR of 67.062 KDKK was covered by 68.107 KDKK of eligible capital resources, providing a
Solvency Il surplus of 1.045 KDKK.
The table below presents the ratio of eligible own funds that the Company holds to cover the solvency capital
requirement and minimum capital requirement:

SCR
MCR
Ratio of Eligible own funds to SCR
Ratio of Eligible own funds to MCR

67.062
28.021
1,02
1,43

Material differences between equity in the financial statements and the excess of assets over liabilities.
Capital resources are calculated differently under Solvency Il and the annual report resulting from differences in the
classification and valuation of certain items. This issue is dealt with in detail in the valuation section of this report
Capital Instruments and ring fenced funds
During the period, no capital instruments were issued or redeemed. In addition, there were no restricted own funds
due to ring fencing.
Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum Capital Requirement
Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR)
The SCR is the amount of funds that the Company is required to hold in line with the Solvency II Directive. The SCR
calculation is a formula based figure calibrated to ensure that all quantifiable risks are taken into account.
The assessment of the SCR using the standard formula approach is based on a modular approach consisting of; life,
non-life, market, health and counterparty default risks with associated sub-modules. These are aggregated in the
standard formula using correlation matrices, both at the sub- module and the main module level. An intangible asset
module is then added (uncorrelated) to give the BSCR. The operational risk component and adjustments for risk
absorbing effect of future profit sharing and deferred taxes are then allowed for, to give the overall SCR.
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The table below highlights the capital requirements for each risk module:
SCR by Module (DKK’000)
Total (SCR)
Operational risk
Loss absorbing effect
Sub-total (BSCR)
Diversification
Market risk
Counterparty risk
Non-life insurance risk
Life risk
Health risk
Intangible risk

66,136
-22,206
28,392
25,310
34,634
0
6
0

SCR (DKK '000)
67,062
19,841
-18,915
66,136

Insurance Risk Module (Underwriting Risk Module)
Non-life underwriting risk is the largest component SCR and it mainly arises from:
•
30,926 KDKK of Premium and Reserve Risk driven by earned premiums, forecast premiums and
claims provisions of Non-life lines primarily motor. Increase in earned premium and forecast premiums
due to growth in business has contributed to increase in this risk.
•
Catastrophe Risk has increased, but is covered through XOL programs, unlimited in respect of
motor.
Non-life Insurance Risk
Non-life risk
Diversification
Premium and reserve risk
Lapse risk
Non-life CAT risk

(DKK '000)
34,634
-8,535
30,926
2,797
9,446

Market Risk Module
The Market Risk component is primarily driven by concentration risk element. Investments are matched in respect of
currency and duration of Gefions liabilities.

Market risk
Diversification
Interest rate risk
Equity risk
Property risk
Spread risk
Concentration risk
Currency risk

(DKK '000)
28,392
-8,317
480
2,438
640
1,445
27,600
4,107
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Counterparty Default Risk Module (Credit Risk Module
The Counterparty Default risk arises primarily from the risk of default on reinsurance recoverables and cash at banks.
Counterparty Default Risk
Counterparty risk
Type 1 exposure
Type 2 exposure

(DKK '000)
25,310
18,205
8,609

Operational Risk SCR
The increase in Operational Risk is driven by technical provisions and earned premium. Gefions premium growth in
2016 compared to 2015 is very high and this causes the Operational Risk to increase substantially.
Operational Risk
Operational Risk

(DKK '000)
19,841

Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR)
Gefion uses the standard formula to calculate its Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR). The amount of MCR for the
reporting period is 28,021 KDKK.

Minimum Capital Requirement
MCR linear
SCR without add-on
Capital add-on
MCR cap
MCR floor
Combined MCR
Absolute floor of MCR

(DKK '000)
28,021
28,021
67,062
0
30,178
16,766
28,021
27,507

The non-life MCR is based on factors applied to net written premiums in the previous 12 months and the best estimate
technical provisions.
As with the SCR the primary contributor to the MCR is the motor lines for business.
Approach to Capital Management
Capital management focuses on two aspects;
•
ensuring that there is sufficient coverage of both the regulatory capital requirements (MCR and
SCR) as well as the economic capital targets set
•
optimisation of the quality of available Own Funds, in respect of the capital position of Gefion
Insurance
The governance and oversight of the capital management process is laid out in the subsection System of Governance.
Capital Management Process and Policy
The Company has an investment Policy in place which is approved annually by the Board.
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Investment Policy
In accordance with the Executive Order 2015-12-16 no. 1723 on management and monitoring of insurance companies
and insurance holding companies (the "Executive Order") §5 (2, no 2) and annex 2 thereto, the board of directors (the
"Board") shall issue a policy regarding market, credit and counterparty risks related to the Company's investments.
This policy is issued by the Board and comprises risks relating to changes in price and quotations due to development
in interest, currency, equity and other financial instrument values (market risk), and credit and counterparty risk relating
to Gefion Insurance's investments. The policy describes how these risks should be managed by Gefion Insurance with
due regard to principles in the Financial Business Act ("FBA") §158 stipulating that the companies shall invest its assets
so that the interest of the policyholders are secured to the best possible extent (the Prudent Person principle) and
according to §167 of the FBA.
Scope of Investment Policy:
The scope of this investment policy (the "Investment Policy") is to set out the investment policy for investment of the
Company's investment assets. The Board shall approve the principles of the general portfolio management including any
asset management agreement (if any) between Gefion Insurance and any asset manager(s).
Once a year the Board shall determine whether changes in or amendments to the Investment Policy and/or any asset
management agreement (if any) between the Company and its asset manager(s) may be required.
At all Board meetings, the Board shall receive an overview of investments and performance - including a calculation of
investment returns- all as further set out herein.
Responsibilities of the Executive:
The executive management board (the "Executive") shall monitor on a daily basis that the Investment Policy is properly
enforced and complied with. In addition hereto the Executive shall be responsible for monthly reporting to the Board
on compliance with the Investment Policy, hereunder specifying the utilization of lines, interest rate risk and overview
of investments.
If at any time it is considered by the Board and/or the Executive to be in the best interest of Gefion Insurance
(considering e.g. the increased complexity, the amount of technical provisions and/or equity) to appoint an
external asset manager, the Board shall instruct the Executive to identify potential asset managers. Once a suitable
asset manager has been identified, the appointment of such external asset manager shall be referred to the Board
for decision. The Board shall before the making of any appointment in such regard consider whether the proposed
arrangement will constitute an outsourcing under applicable law and take any appropriate action required in such
connection by law or otherwise. Gefion Insurance will, however, considering the size of the business and simplicity
thereof not seek to appoint an external asset manager at inception of the Company's operations and for a period
of 3 (three) years, unless otherwise decided by the Board.
The asset management function shall be undertaken in compliance with any applicable law and regulation of
mandatory application - including but not limited to § 12 (4) of the Executive Order. The CFO - who shall be
sufficiently knowledgeable and experienced within the area of investment business (in the context of the scope
and complexity of the Investment Policy in force at any given time) - shall be responsible for the day-to-day asset
management function of the Company. The functions of the CFO shall, however not include execution, settlement,
value/profit/exposure calculations or internal control of investments. The CFO and other members of the asset
management function shall report to the CEO, who shall be responsible for controlling and reporting to the Board.
The Executive shall frequently update the internal asset management function in relation to the scope of (and any
change to) the investment guidelines and investment limits in force at any time. The Executive shall on a
continuous basis monitor compliance with such investment guidelines and investment limits as well as compliance
with required frequency of any self- assessment in such regard. The Executive shall provide such functions with
contingency instructions in respect of any actions required in the event of non-compliance. The Executive is
required to establish procedures by which compliance can be measured and verified - and reporting standards by
way of which adequate reporting to the Board can be secured.
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The CEO shall as a minimum at the end of each month prepare and consider a detailed performance statement
for the Board, which shall include portfolio allocation and benchmark measurement. All significant events including, any event, which could significantly impact Gefion Insurance (e.g. war, civil unrest, natural disasters and
turmoil of financial markets) shall be reported immediately and directly to the Board for the Board to consider
any required changes to the prevailing Investment Policy, procedures and investment portfolio. Reporting from
the CEO to the Board shall include a description and documentation of the applicable investment limits together
with the prescribed compliance testing thereof to substantiate that applicable limits have been adhered to and
that any corrective action required during the reporting period (if applicable) has been implemented in
accordance with applicable guidelines and procedures.
Replicating portfolio model:
Any investment made by the Company of assets (other than cash) covering technical provisions, shall be based on
the replicating portfolio model. Accordingly, the portfolio investments shall on an aggregate average basis match
Gefion Insurance's assessed convergence of technical provisions to payables- both as regards currency and
duration.
Portfolio composition
The portfolio of investment assets is limited to the following investment class securities:
•
Government Bonds having a rating of at least AA from Standard & Poor's or equivalent
•
Listed Mortgage Bonds (only Danish bonds) having a rating of at least AA from Standard & Poor's
or equivalent
•
Listed Corporate Bonds ("LCB") (no investments in LCB's during the first 3 (three) years of
operation)
•
Listed Blue-chip Equities (only listed shares in blue-chip primary index e.g. FTSE, C20, DAX, OBX
and OMXS30)
•
Cash with banks having a rating of at least A- from Standard & Poor's or equivalent

If investments shall be placed in investment
class securities other than the ones listed
above, the Executive shall have written
acceptance from the Board.

Table: Overall investment limits

For each investment asset class, a
benchmark in each currency will be
established by the Board. The overall
performance of the aggregate portfolio will
then be based on the performance of each
replicating portfolio component. The
following
investment
limits
and
benchmarks shall apply:

Government Bonds

Investment
limits
%
0-100

Listed Mortgage Bonds

0-so

Listed Corporate Bonds

0-20

Total fixed income

0-90

Listed Blue-chip Equities

0-10

Total equities

0-10

Cash

10-100
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Overall investment limits
Weight in asset type Weight in
benchmark
%
%
Fixed Income
JP Morgan EMU 1-10 Y Total Return Index
EFFAS Denmark 1-3
EFFAS Denmark 355
Nordea Bank Denmark CMI 5
(Danish Mortgage Index)
Merrill Lynch EMU Corp. Index
Total fixed income
Equities
MSCI World (NDR)

TotaI1Equities

5

100
25
45

65
5
9

30
100
95

6
10

100

5

100

Reporting in respect of each investment class must contain information regarding distribution of currency and
duration in respect of such assets and performance in relation to the established benchmarks in a format
substantially as set out in Exhibit 1. The replicating portfolio specification in relation to currency and duration will
then be matched to the asset management specification to identify any discrepancies.
As a consequence of the close link of DKK to EUR no currency risk is considered applicable in respect insurance
liabilities (net of reinsurance) matched against investment assets whereas the currency exposure attached to
insurance liabilities against investment assets shall be within the range between 85 - 115% and furthermore, be
rebalanced at least twice a year.
As regards cash Gefion Insurance shall place amounts to the extent deemed necessary as bank deposits in reputable
creditworthy banks primarily in EUR. If required, the Company may place deposits in other currencies in bank accounts
of such currencies. The accounts shall be held only with banks located within European Economic Area and/or OECD
countries.
The Board shall approve a list of banks and limits per bank, where amounts may be placed, before such amounts
are placed. All bank deposits shall be held in the name of Gefion Insurance or be legally held by any brokers or
third parties in fiduciary capacity of the Company.
Portfolio limitations:
The Board has decided, that
•
Market risk - i.e. that the net risk of losses in positions arising from movements in market prices
- must not exceed 10% (ten per cent) of total assets (applying the calculation principles for the
determination of the ISN). In relation to the determination of the ISN, the market risk is defined as the
capital requirement under the market risk module of the standard method relating to Interest rate risk,
equity risk, property risk, spread risk, concentration risk and currency risk after diversification effects.
•
Credit risk- i.e. that the net risk of losses arising as a result of default on debt falling due for
payment to the Company - must not exceed 5% (five per cent) of total assets (applying the calculation
principles for the determination of the ISN) unless otherwise agreed by the Board in advance. In relation
to the determination of ISN, the credit risk is defined as the capital requirement under the market risk
module of the standard method relating to equity risk, property risk and spread risk.
•
Counter-party risk - i.e. that the net risk of losses arising as a result of default of a counter-party
in the investment area - must not exceed 3% (three per cent) of total assets (applying the calculation
principles for the determination of the ISN) unless otherwise agreed by the Board in advance. In relation
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to the determination of ISN, the Counter-party risk is defined as the capital requirement under the market
risk module of the standard method relating to concentration risk.
•
Duration: For investments, a limit in respect of duration shall apply to the extent that the optimal
average duration shall be for a period of no more than 60 (sixty) months (the "Duration Target") in each
currency. Compliance with this limitation must be ascertained on a frequent basis and a report in such
regard shall be presented to the Board at each ordinary Board Meeting. If the report shows a deviation
in duration of more than 12 (twelve) months compared to the Duration Target, a correction needs to be
carried out before the market closes on the same day (i.e. intraday).
•
Currency risk: For investments, a limit in respect of currency shall apply to the extent that the
required total currency exposure shall be less than 5% (five per cent) (the "Currency Exposure Limit") of
total assets (applying the calculation principles for the determination of the ISN) - except that any profit
element can be retained in the invested currency, but only for a period of less than 3 (three) months. In
relation to the determination of ISN, the Currency risk is defined as the capital requirement under the
market risk module of the standard method relating to currency risk of Gefion Insurance's net currency
posit ion, i.e. the net currency position of Gefion Insurance's assets, including investment assets, and the
Company's liabilities, including insurance liabilities. Compliance with this limitation must be ascertained
on a frequent basis and a report in such regard shall be presented to the Board at each ordinary Board
Meeting. If the report shows a currency risk in excess of the Currency Exposure Limit, a correction needs
to be carried out before the market closes on the same day (i.e. intra day).
Legal constraints
Investment of assets covering technical provisions must always comply with the legal limits and other requirements in
accordance with Financial Business Act §§158 and 167 and any other applicable regulatory requirement. A special
register of assets covering the technical provisions shall be maintained, and at the end of every quarter, a report in
respect thereof shall be forwarded to the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority (the "DFSA") as detail specified in the
policies and guidelines for Registered Assets.
All changes in investments shall be executed in accordance with current legislation, existing policies and guidelines as
well as in accordance with any applicable agreed portfolio management agreement.
Use of duration based equity risk sub-module in the calculation of the Solvency Capital Requirement.
Gefion Insurance did not make use of the duration-based equity risk sub-module in the reporting during the reporting
period.
Differences between the standard formula and any internal model use
Gefion Insurance uses the Standard Formula to calculate the SCR and therefore no differences exist.
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